Commodity Intelligence
Weiqaio: 15% of Global Aluminium Supply.
The small spark that can ignite a trade war.

-

Assumptions:
Weiquiao-Hongquaio-XiaXian are one economic
entity.
4-7 metric tons of bauxite = 2 metric tons of alumina+ 3-6mt of Red Mud = 1 metric ton of aluminium. ...

Preamble.
Weiqiao, in Binzhou city, is in crisis.
Auditors delayed publication of its annual report.
The timing of this corporate crisis absolutely
coincided with the Trump-Xi ‘100 day agreement’.
Our evidence comes from satellites.
The question: Competitive or Contaminated?

The Coal Port.
Weiqiao moves coal, alumina and bauxite into
the area around Binzhou city in Shandong. We’ll
follow the logistic via satellite imagery.
This coal port is of the kind of scale required to
support a 100m mt operation.
It is due north of Binzhou, and dedicated coal
roads run from here to the Binzhou power
plants.
Note what appears to be a dedicated Alumina
port on the northern side. We also have the first
stage of Alumina refining present here, so we
assume bauxite comes in this port too.

Qinhangdao vs Binzhou coal handling.
Alumina
port on left?

Left: 240m mt pa.Right: Binzhou implied 100m mt+ Binzhou has outsized ship handling capacity.

Here’s the biggest Alumina complex.
Here’s what we estimate as around
6-8m mt Alumina complex located
due south of the coal port.
The red mud sites are simply too
small for a complex this size, and
we have to conclude they are only
undergoing the first phase of
stabilisation.
It’s likely an alkaline leachate is
being recycled back into the plant.
The Canal passing SW-NE at the
top of the picture leads directly to
Land reclamation works east of the
coal port.

Alumina Complex on the Coast
There are two sets of two Red Mud
handling ports, one too the south of
Binzhou, the other to the north.
We think we are seeing the same
trucks and small boat fleet bring coal
and alumina in, and red mud out.
This would explain the red mud stains
from Alumina plant to both ports. In
each case one port shows a small
Red Mud inventory pile.
At all stages of this massive logistics
operation storage appears small.
Red Mud: a typical Alumina waste, appears to be being loaded on
ships.

Another Alumina Complex North of Binzhuo
The red mud pond, top
centre, looks sufficient to
handle 2m mt pa.
On the Worley comparison
we can find sufficient red mud
handling for 6m mt pa of
Alumina capacity.
Satellite imagery is
suggestive of the waste being
used for crude land
reclamation on the south side
of Bohai Bay. So we think we
have partial treatment of
maybe 8m mt followed by
seafill.

Here’s a German Alumina Waste Complex for Comparison

It’s neat, tidy, contained.
No evidence environmental
damage to landscape.
Red Mud is not the most
toxic of waste products but
Weiqiao may produce 20m
mt+ of this waste IF it
makes all of its Alumina,
and that’s a tough question
to answer.
There is certainly not 20m
mt of red mud treatment in
Binzhou.

Here’s a 4m mt plant in Australia.
I cannot find Red
Mud handling on
this scale in the
Binzhou landscape.
I should see 4x this
scale to account for
the scale of the
Weiqiao operation
Difficult not to
conclude that the
Weiqiao complex is
either a net importer
of Alumina, or the
most colossal
polluter in the Al
industry.

Some Notes:
Imagery dated 2/27/2017 US style date.
~Evidence that a large area of land SE of the plants has been used as tailings
ponds for the Red Med output.
~We might even suggest that the Red Earth waste is being used for land
reclamation on the coast.
~If we use industry standard metrics then 7m mt of Al would imply something of
the order of 20m Mt of Red Earth waste being disposed of throughout the
landscape. The few large Red Mud tailings ponds we found are capable of
handling 8m mt of waste pa.It looks like Alumina is being imported or there is
colossal environmental damage.

Coal Power Plants all over this landscape.
For completeness we will also note
some wind turbines.
On the left we have the tiny coal
victualling yard.
Power stacks centre.
Furnaces middle and transformers right.
9 units: 3 large, 3 medium, 3 small.
No evidence any pollution control
equipment. Flue gas emissions via
cooling tower. Cheap.

Drax for comparison.
Weiqiao operates hand to mouth.
Very little inventory anywhere in sight.
Our initials calculations suggest the power plant in Binzhou
must be handling some 30m mt of coal per annum, and
storage and inventory sites are tiny for this scale of
operation. We have multiple sites in Binzhou with cheap
power plant.
Note extensive pollution control equipment on Drax,
separate chimneys, flue gas ‘top’ to chimney. Also large
inventory. None of this present in Binzhou imagery.

Coal brought in by truck everywhere.
The first image we saw we
thought had rail links.
Closer examination shows strong
evidence of dedicated truck
roads, and huge quantities of
trucks moving in and out of power
station yards.
Nowhere in the Binzhou area
have we found rail line activity
associated with the Aluminium
plants.

Here’s Anglesey Aluminium for comparison
Anglesay Aluminium used Nuclear
Electricity to produce 145000 mt
of Aluminium.
It was closed in 2009.
It was connected by Rail and a
system of tunnel based conveyer
lines to the port nearby.
No trucks. Trucks are 10x the cost
of Rail on western metrics.
2km of Al lines visible.

The Aluminium pot lines.
We found approx 24km of potlines
In the Binzhou area. This is 12x
Anglesey or 1.7m mt of apparent
capacity.
Anglesey was built in 1970.
Weiqiao was largely built in the last
decade.

Only the potlines give evidence of the true scale of this operation.
Were it not for the potline scale, we would doubt the 7.8m mt
number.

A near five fold improvement in
productivity per unit of aerial extent
does accord with the industry work
we’ve read.

8m mt tonnes Red Mud+ 60m mt Coal Ash?
Th

This site in the South Bohai sea
appears paired with the second red
mud handling port, and the largest.
It would appear that red mud and
coal ash are being used to create
Some kind of land reclamation in
The Bohai Sea.
There’s a quite distinct pink/red
plume in the sea all around this
area.
This would be outlawed in the
OECD, and breaks at least one
international convention.

Red Mud as landfill.

Some Numbers:
7.8m mt of Aluminium ($14bn) requires:
~9m mt of Alumina. (@$250 mt= $1.75bn) Add bauxite 13m mt. (@$50 per mt=$650m)
(MGL: These numbers are guess work, it could be we are looking at 35m mt of bauxite and an environmental catastrophe of global proportions)
~100mwh of Electricity~100mt+ of coal! (@$50 mt= $5bn, clean grade at @$80 would be $6.4bn)
(Again we’re trying to parse quoted statements of company with what we see on the ground)
~14m mt of Red Mud. 60m mt of coal ash.
~170000 truck journeys. (Impact of October regs on trucking?)
~5000 ship voyages. (3 distinct sizes of dwt visible)
~160000 employees. ($1.3bn)
$2bn type operating number for entire Weiqiao operation is plausible. We have no useful comment on the nature of the 4 entities involved, and their
comparative economics.

Some consequences.
Location of the smog in the
Binzhou area consistent
with the satellite images of
coal plants.

Some Conclusions:
1> Weiqiao brings bauxite in by sea and river. It makes alumina using coal fired power. The scale of the waste being
produced is insufficient to avoid alumina imports, and there’s not the impact we would expect with 20m mt implied. We’re
estimating 6m mt of local Alumina production total.
2> Direct comparison with western ‘Red Mud’ disposal operations is suggestive of partial reclamation followed by seafill, but
Weiqiao operations appear small relative to the potlines.
3>Weiqiao brings coal in by truck, it appears to be burned by a state utility to produce electricity at prices substantially
below those the Chinese grid quotes.
4> The statement by Hongqiao CEO that his plants are ‘western levels of environmental efficiency’ is only true of the
potlines. It ignores the coal fired plant which show zero pollution control equipment tell tales.It also ignores the widespread
evidence of possibly illegal use of Red Mud for sea reclamation. We would note that the list co only controls the potlines,
the Alumina and Coal Plants appear to be in related party transactions with a nebulous local state entity.

At zero cost of capital..
And ignoring the cost to the environment.
~Add decent coal and profit margins evaporate.
~Add decent waste disposal and that 68m mt of waste product becomes a
liability.
This logistics system does make money.
~but fairly obviously breaks Chinese law on numerous grounds.
But if either changes in the most minuscule manner….

If we were asked to make a recommendation:
~Bank Rescue plausible and economic.
~Replace coal and upgrade power plant to Chinese law on emissions.
(Binzhou coal consumption larger than Germany!)
~Investigate, replace or downscale Alumina refining operation.

Accept much lower margins.
Accept read through to general China competitiveness story.

